This study aims at analyzing image schemas (Johnson, 1987) and stages of grief (Kubler-Ross, 1969 ) in Tagore's near-death experience (NDE) poems written in the last ninety days before his death. Selected verses of the period in question are analyzed using benchmarks set by Johnson and Kubler-Ross. Relation between the schemas and some linguistic forms, themes and moods of these poems are also analyzed. Findings include Dying-mind is centered to self and influences the type and frequency of all the schemas within it. Similar mental stages of grief-Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression and Acceptance -are also found in the NDE poems. Though death is depicted by Tagore even to the stature of "Shyam" in his earlier poems, it is presented as "A moving screen of varied fears" in the end, which is supported by the theory of Kubler-Ross.
morphology and, hence, inherently meaningful. In this regard, metaphor and image schema are important as they convey bodily experiences and our mind generates some kinds of mental pictures on the basis of bodily or sensory interaction with the world (Johnson, 1987) . This picture uses some basic templates or frames like Container, Path, and Force etc. to understand the events that occur in everyday life (Stockwell, 2005 (Stockwell, , 2006 . In the field of computational linguistic research this are the metaphorical intuitive pattern for tangible human-computer interaction (HCI) system (Hurtienne, 2007) .
Psycholinguistics is also an interdisciplinary, empirical and theoretical field of research which deals with mental process and linguistics (Altmann, 2001 ). According to Dry (1992) , though research in psycholinguistics works with text but it is not the core issue like form, grammar, rhythm, metaphor etc. but it is the text-receiver's perceptual process and visual theories offered by linguistics (Dry, 1992, p. 437 ).
This study, taking all these developments in the field of cognitive linguistics and psycholinguistics, aims to explore if relevant poems present such schemas and near-death psychological reactions have been dealt with by the greatest of poets in Bengali literature, Rabindranath Tagore (1861 Tagore ( -1941 in his poems immediately before his death.
Rationale
Generally, researchers including Latha (2013) , Rao (2015) , Cattoi (2015) over many decades have viewed Tagore as embracing death with open arms as "Shyam', a loving spiritual companion. But there has always been a recurrent undercurrent in the Tagore psyche, which amounts to a kind of pangs and sufferings expressed through images of darkness and fear in his poems. Incidentally, this side of the Tagore Psyche, or, in other words, Tagore's emotional reaction to advent of death, has been untapped until now. This study aims to unfold it in the light of established theories on psychology of death and dying.
Methodology
This study is mainly descriptive-analytic. It explores five near-death experience (NDE) poems by Rabindranath Tagore written in the last ninety days prior to his death. It reviews cognitive schema and psychological trauma in the poems, "On the bank of the Rupa-narayana" ( প-নারােনর কূ েল), "On your birthday, at the festival of gifts" (তব জ িদবেসর দােনর উৎসেব), "The sun of the first day" ( থম িদেনর সূ য ) , "Sorrow's dark night again and again" (দু ঃেখর আঁ ধার রাি বাের বাের) and "You have strewn the path of your creation" ( তামার সৃ ি র পথ রেখছ আকীণ কির). A literature review was carried on death and dying poetry, image schema by Johnson (1987) and five stages of grief by Kubler-Ross (1969) to record how they are prescribed and interpreted by different researchers/scholars. Because, this study considers 90 days as near-death state, a selection of five poems by Tagore composed close to the time of his demise has been analyzed. After careful selection, a thorough investigation and analysis of the selected poems in Bangla and their translation in English was carried on to validate the existence of the schemas and grief stages in the poems. Coupled with qualitative analysis, quantitative data analysis has been carried with respect to schema type, number and frequency in the light of Johnson's (1987) theory and five stages of grief advocated by Kubler-Ross (1969) . Results are presented based on the most frequent types occurring in the poems down to the least frequent types. In the next, with respect to schema found relationship between linguistics form and theme of the poem has been done. Finally, a cross-model mapping between two theories-Image schema by Johnson (1987) and grief stages by Kubler-Ross (1969)-were put side by side to match the grief stages and image schemas in the selected poems which represent the inside view of the dying-mind. Alongside, description of the psychological stages of Tagore during the period in questions, his mood reflection in the poems, especially, of those connected to the image schemas, are discussed and analyzed to find how Tagore has dealt with the NDE (near-death experience) at the last phase of his life.
Death and Dying Poetry
Numerous poets have written poems motivated and/or, influenced by death and its grieving process. The death poem is a distinct type or genre of poetry that reflects the death, both in general and in particular for the author. Unlike, elegy (lamenting) and eulogy (in praise of the dead), poems that talk about death of someone else in different form and theme (Abrams, 1999) , dying or near-death experience (NDE) poems are considered NDE poems of a particular poet (web. 1). In Japanese culture best known as "death poem" often prepared years in advance before death (Smith, 2014) . We have selected such poems of Tagore, which he wrote in the last three months of his life. These poems project his own near-death experience. The end of life or dying poems describes the most difficult and painful emotions and feelings associated with death of an author. Tagore is no exception.
There are considerable numbers of famous poets in the world literature who have been influenced by advent of death in their own life, which contributed to their creative contribution to literature through poetry on themes of death depicting their own thoughts, feelings and emotion. Examples of famous death poems include "The Dream" by Lord Byron (1788 -1824) , "The Dance of Death" by Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867), "Because I could not stop for Death" by Emily Dickinson (1830-1886), "Letter in November" by Sylvia Plath (1932 Plath ( -1963 etc. Kubler-Ross (1969) is the pioneer on analysis of near-death experience (NDE). She developed a model to analyze NDE of individuals in general. Though the Kubler-Ross Model is the most prominent and accepted model of grief, many others have proposed similar models. They are, Engel (1964); Bowlby & Parkes (1970); Worden (1982); Sanders (1992) and Rando (1993) (Hango, 2015, p. 8-9) . Kubler-Ross and others, while developing their models, carried study on dying and the frails in their terminal stage, mainly from psychological point of view. In particular, Kubler-Ross carried on her experiment and used 13 poems of Tagore in her narrative of the final report on the research. All the 13 Tagore poems depict death experience. Hence, the current research aims to further analyze the last five poems written in the last 90 days before Tagore's demise which we considered as NDE poems of Tagore.
Image Schemas
According to Johnson (1987) "an image schema is recurring dynamic pattern of our perceptual interaction and motor programs that gives coherence and structure to our experience." (1987, p. xiv, xvi) . These patterns are the mental pictures originated through the physical experience (embodied) of meaningful comprehension and reasoning. Here experience is understood in a very rich and broad sense that includes: "basic perceptual, motor-program, emotional, historical, social and linguistics dimensions." (Johnson, 1987, p. xvi) . Each schema consists of a small number of objects and relations, structured through by the virtue of perceptions, images, and events. It is a two-dimensional mental representation which operates at a layer of human thought process where abstract proposition structure works on one side, and particular concrete images, on the other. (Johnson, 1987, p. 29 ).
Johnson provided a long list of basic image schemas in the book, "Body in the Mind" (1987, p. 126) , Three of these basic schemas are as follows:
Container Schema
According to Johnson (1987) , the Container schemas relate to the experience of being in a place enclosed by a boundary like a room, a bed, a box etc. The Container has three basic structural elements-an inside, a boundary and an exterior. It is a kind of space where elements reside or move either inside or outside it. From the experiential grounding as Johnson cited by ISCAT, "there are typical schemata for physical containment and containment is transitive and if B is in A, then whatever is in B is also in A" (web. 2). Example of Container in English: "What obligations have you gotten yourself into? I can't get out of it, I'm locked into it." (Lakoff, 1991, p. 33) .
Path Schema
A Path schema presents the experience of motion in a direction. It has three basic construction elements. They are: a source or starting point, an end-point or a goal, and a sequence connecting the source with the goal (Johnson, 1987, p. 113) . Motion experiences like Journey, up/down, front/back, over/under, into/out of (web. 2). Example of Path in English: "Tom has gone a long way toward changing his personality." (Johnson, 1987) .
Force Schema
Force schema presents the experience of causal interaction. It includes a sequence of causation, a direction and intensity of the force and, a path of a motion of the source and a target of the source (Johnson, 1987) . Force usually implies the exertion of physical strength in one or more directions. Force dynamics can be shortly characterized as "a stronger force opposing a weaker force head on, with all-or-none conditions " Talmy (1988, p. 98) . Example of Force in English: "He can exert his influence on her. Reagan brought pressure to bear upon his cabinet." [Lakoff, 1991, p. 131] .
Kubler-Ross Model (1969): Five Stages of Grief
Near about half a century ago, Swiss-born psychiatrist and advocate Elisabeth Kubler-Ross in her 1969 book, "On Death and Dying", presented the five stage of grief, academically famed as KublerRoss model. The stages of grief postulate how we react to the news that we have a terminal illness (Zizek, 2016) . It is the near-death experience (NDE) that all dying experiences. According to the model, our response evolves over five stages and they are: Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression and Acceptance. These are the series of emotional experiences that the terminally ill patients go through prior to death. They are popularly known by the acronym DABDA (Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression and Acceptance).
Through interviewing more than 400 dying patients in four years this "certain generalizations" has been stated (1972, p. 179) . Most, but not all, patients pass through the five states and they necessarily don't come in the same order (1972, p. 179) . These are a collection of common experiences that most dying faces. Kubler-Ross later applied these stages to any form of catastrophic personal loss, such as, death of a loved one, divorce, drug addiction, joblessness, chronic illness, and even minor losses. Despite few academicians, both sufferers and therapists have reported the usefulness of the model in a wide variety of situation. Lim (2013) has found similar feedback from the consumers who experienced grief as a result of a let-down in anticipation of the iPhone 5. Musician like Hango (2015) has composed brass ensemble based on five stages of grief and very recently, philosopher Slavoj Zizek (2016) has found a similar combination of desperate reactions to the refugees from Africa and Middle East to the Western Europe.
Kubler-Ross's book, "On Death and Dying" (1969) , "is not meant to be a textbook on how to manage dying patients, nor is it intended as a complete study of the psychology of the dying" (Kubler-Ross, 1969, p. x) . It is simply an account of a new and a challenging attempt of reverseclassroom-dialogue experiment between the doctor and the patient (Kubler-Ross being the student, patient/dying as the teacher). Refocusing on the patient as a "human being" and as a "teacher", it is the learning class room from the patient about the final stages of life with its three symptoms: anxieties, fears, and hopes. This resulted in a meaningful experience manifesto for us who do not know their own finality. From pure experiential ground, Kubler-Ross hoped that few who can engage with those near-death dialogues will discover a mutually gratifying experience emerged from the experience of the dialogue with the dying. Along with that, they will learn about the deep functionality of the human mind, the unique human aspects of existence and be prepared for their own finality with fewer anxieties. Kubler-Ross's learning came to the realization that the fear triggered by "hopelessness", "helplessness" and "isolation" is the only crisis that a dying faces but the death itself (1969, p. 240) . Kubler-Ross (1972) summarizes, "psychiatrically it is extremely important to appreciate that, in terms of the unconscious, we cannot conceive of our own death and that, in addition, we cannot differentiate between the wish and the deed…..we live today in the illusion that, since we have mastered so many things, we shall be able to master death too." (1972, p. 179) .
By this she attributed a new argument that the society has been changed to a "DeathDenying Society" in which people attempt to deny that they die. An Internet-based End of Life Care Education Program at Lurie Comprehensive Cancer Center also came up with similar conclusive findings like: "For most of us, the inevitability of our own death can be denied, repressed, or otherwise not considered" (web. 3).
Followings are the brief descriptions of the stages that Kubler-Ross described in her book "On Death and Dying" (1969):
Denial
Denial is usually a temporary defense and a simple refusal to accept the fact. Most reacts at first with the statement: "No, not me, it cannot be true" (Kubler-Ross, 1969 ) and soon be replaced by partial acceptance. In Tagore's voice picked by Kubler-Ross: "Man barricades against himself." (Tagore, Stray Birds, 79, 1916).
Anger
When the first stage of denial can no longer deny the fact, it is replaced by feelings of anger, rage, envy, and resentment. The logical next question becomes "Why me?" (Kubler-Ross, 1969) . In Tagore's voice picked by Kubler-Ross: "We read the world wrong and say that it deceives us." (Tagore, Stray Birds, 75, 1916) .
Bargaining
The third stage, bargaining is an attempt to postpone or diminish the fact. Most bargains are made with God and are usually kept in secret. To postpone the inevitable happening negotiation takes place like: "If God has decided to take us from this earth and he did not respond to my angry pleas, he may be more favorable if I ask nicely" (Kubler-Ross, 1969) . In Tagore's voice picked by Kubler-Ross: "The wood cutter's axe begged for its handle from the tree./The tree gave it." (Tagore, Stray Birds, 71, 1916) .
Depression
At this state, the dying person begins to understand the certainty of their death. The individual may become silent and spend much of their time mourning. Two types of depression they face: one is reactive depression and the second is preparatory depression (Kubler-Ross, 1969) . First one is different in nature and the second one is more common to undergo in order to prepare themselves for their final separation from this world. Statement may include: "I'm going to die, so why bother with anything?" (Zizek, 2016) . In Tagore's voice cited by Kubler-Ross: "The world rushes on over the strings of the lingering heart making the music of sadness." (Tagore, Stray Birds, 44, 1916) .
Acceptance
In this last stage, individuals embrace the inevitable loss. It is not a happy stage. It is almost a stage void of feelings. It is as if the pain had gone, the struggle is over, and there comes a time for "the final rest before the long journey" (Kubler-Ross, 1969) as one patient phrased. The likely sense in this stage is: "what's the use" or "I just cannot fight it any longer" (Kubler-Ross, 1969) . In Tagore's voice mentioned by Kubler-Ross: "I have got my leave. Bid me farewell, my brothers! I bow to you all and take my departure…A summons has come and I am ready for my journey." (Tagore, Gitanjali, 93, 1913) .
Results

Tagore's Near-Death Experience of NDE Poetry
Tagore wrote five poems in the last 90 days/three months' time frame are shown in following Table 1 . As shown in table 1, they were written consecutively 85, 24, 10, 8 and 7 days before his death. In Bengali version poem 1 contains 15 verses, 2 contains 16 verses, 3 contains 11 verses, 4 contains 12 verses and 5 contains 25 verses, all together 52 sentences (separated by full stop in Bengali) and total 293 words. All the above poems are popularly known as "Shesh Lekha" (The last writings) (web. 4).
Types and Frequency of Image Schemas in Selected Five poems of Tagore
The schemas found in the five poems are categorized in to three groups, which match with the types introduced by Johnson (1987) . They are shown in the following table 2. As shown in table 2, the three types of schemas found in the poems are Container, Path and Force schema. Container schema is more frequent than the other two in all the poems. Only poems 4 and 5 contain all three schemas: Container, Path and Force. Poem 4 and poem 5 contain 45% and 69% Container schema, 45% and 25% Path schema and 10% and 6% Force schema respectively. Poems 1, 2 and 3 contain Container and Path schema of which Container schema 90%, 71%, 88% in poems 1, 2 and 3 respectively. And Path schema in poems 1, 2 and 3 contain 10%, 29%, 12% consecutively in these three poems. Some examples are as follows: denotes the Container and 'door' (' ার') is the physical object within the self-container where grief darkness came again and again, (2) 'I saw' (' দেখিছনু ') is the Container and 'weapon' ('অ ') is the physical object within the self-container, (3) 'fear' (' ােসর') indicates the Force that is hideous gesture, and (4) 'in darkness' ('অ কাের') denotes Container where 'its' ('তাহার') role is deceptive.
Grief Stages and Order in Selected Five Poems
Grief stages and order found in the five poems introduced by Kubler-Ross (1969) are shown in the following figure 1.
Figure 1. Grief stages and order found in five poems
As shown in figure 1, all these five stages are clear and ordered starting from the 3 rd poem written 10 days before his death and ending to the 5 th poems written 7 days prior to his death in the selection under study. Poem 3, "The sun of the first day", written 10 days before his death contains Denial stage and overall mood is discourse rejection in the form of question-answer. It produces image and sense of temporary defense through a denial argument made by the dyingmind. Examples is as follows: It is noted that, though Kubler-Ross (1969) postulates that death is not the problem for the dying but the fear of death (1969, p. 240) . In poem 5, despite fear of his own death, a glorified hopes for a trophy winner notably found in the dying-mind of Tagore. This may be linked to the nobility of being a poet. Following figure 2, topographic mood-map illustrates more clear view of mental reaction stages and chronological mood transmissions at the final stage. 
Linguistic Forms and Schema Relations
Based on the data collected, Container schema found in the poems all the way and has clear link with some special linguistic forms. It usually comes in the form of a noun phrase or suffix phrase with the final letter of the noun e.g., ' প-নারােনর কূ েল/ জেগ উিঠলাম', ('On the bank of the Rupnarayan/I woke') in poem 1 presents a Container in the form of a suffix phrases: '-এর' (of/in), as in 'নারােনর' (নারান+এর) and '-এ' (on), as in 'কূ েল' (কূ ল+এ), with the final letter of each noun phrases: ' প-নারান' ('Rupnarayan') and 'কূ ল' ('bank'); and 'িন স ায়' ('By a mute evening') in poem 2, presents a Container in the form of a inflexion phrase: '-য়' (in) with the final letter of the noun
Path schema aslo is found in the poems all the way in the form of verb dynamics. Verbs containing the concept of motion, or the semantic feature of movement in a direction, or nouns linked with conjunctional phrase derived from such verb or semantic motion feature e.g., 'ভেয়র িবিচ চল িব-' ('A moving screen of varied fears-') in poem 4 'চল িব' ('moving screen'), presents a Path schema indicating motion to forward direction and the noun: 'ভয়' ('fears') derives from this dynamicity; ' শষ পু র ার িনেয় যায় স য/আপন ভা াের' ('carrying his final trophy/he returns to his store-house.') in poem 5, presents a Path schema in the form of a feature of physical movement: 'িনেয় যায়' ('returns to'/out of) form one place to another place: 'ভা াের' ('store-house'); and 'দাতা আর হীতার য সংগম লািগ/িবধাতার িনত ই আ হ/আিজ তা সাথ ক হল', ('At the insistence of the destiny,/the donor and the donee are together today.') in poem 5, presents a Path schema in the form of two nouns: 'দাতা' ('donor') and ' হীতা' ('donee') linked with a conjunctional phrase: 'দাতা আর হীতার' ('donor and the donee').
For the Force schema, the linguistic form association is less restricted, and occuring between nouns derived from verb or dynamic feature; one serving as the obstacle while the other one having the power to or trying to force the other, e.g., ' ােসর িবকট ভি যত-' ('fear's hideous gestures') in poem 4, ' ােসর' ('of fear/fear's') indicates the Force schema that is fear imposes and affects; and 'এই ব না িদেয় মহে ের কেরছ িচি ত' ('Even you have stigmatized greatness/with that fraud') in poem 5, 'িচি ত' ('stigmatized') presents Force schema by establishing link between two nouns derived from the verb with a implying force.
Poem Themes and Schema Relation
Reader's perceptual view on the theme of the poem 1, "On the bank of the Rupa-narayana" is selfrealization. The poet tries to see inside of himself, his own image empowered with realization of the truth. The theme of the poem 2, "On your birthday, at the festival of gifts" is self-declaration as the poet by making use of birthday celebration party of other. The poem was written on the birth anniversary of Nandita Devi (granddaughter of Tagore, daughter of Mira Devi). The theme of the 3 rd poem, "The sun of the first day", tells about the self-inquiring through the question "Who are you?" and answering to it. "The sun of the first day" (' থম িদেনর সূ য ') refers to birth and "the last sun of the day" ('িদবেসর শষ সূ য ') refers to death. Birth and Death in the poem have been depicted through the simile of Sunrise and Sunset. The theme of the 4 th poem, "Sorrow's dark night again and again" is a self-death view of a motion picture full of horror. And the theme of the poem 5, "You have strewn the path of your creation" is a path creation with a varied deceit and a dignified hope for a final trophy winner. The "You", the deceitful dame, in the poem is stigmatized by the nature and acquires the right to peace though people call him a victim of many deceptions that the creator brings. Based on table 2, the image schemas found in relation to the themes of the five poems are shown in the following table 3. The theme of darkness is often likened to death in many poetic creations including paintings by many modern artists. Tagore is no exception to this. The later paintings of Tagore have been depicted with "an overpowering sense of darkness and the grotesque" (Sen, 2010, p.39) which is reflected in his NDE poems as well.
Although Cattoi and Moreman (2015) like many others including Choudhery and Shrivastava (2015) , Sankar et al, (2016) etc. goes along with the traditional appreciation of the theme of acceptance of death in Tagore's early poems, there is evidence of fear of death in the imagery of "darkness and the grotesque" (Sen, 2010) in his paintings as well as in the poem like "Moron re, Tuhu momo shyamsoman" where the grotesque darkness appears vividly in the beginning of the poem.
Dying-Mind and Schema Relation
This study aims at discovering the image schema and dying mental stages in Tagore's final poems. The research finding proves that dying-mind mood is centered to self, and, thus influences the type and frequency of the image schemas within it as shown in the above table 3. It is evident in Tagore's poetry written in the last three month of his life, Container schema (68%) which is more frequent than the Path schema (18%) and Force schema (14%) where overall perceptual interaction and mental imaging process are centered round self-container. The following figure 3 illustrates the whole scenario. As the book ends with Tagore's verse: "The small truth has words that are clear;/ the great truth has great silence." (Stray Birds, 176, 1916) . Tagore has no mention at all in the entire book of Kubler-Ross but the verses. Putting Tagore's verses in the head of each chapter and at the start and end of the 12 th , Kubler-Ross made Tagore as the 'silent head teacher' to her death and dying experiment.
Container 68%
Path 18%
Force 14%
Discussion and Related Work
A similar approach to that presented here can be found in English language poem of William Wordsworth edited by Miall (1997) and in Persian language poem of poet Omar Khayyam edited by Esfehani (2012) , poet Sohrab Sepehri edited by Sharifi (2012) , poet Hafez edited by Asgari (2013) and poet Fereydoon Moshiri edited by Salehnejad (2015) . Sharifi (2012) and Salehnejad (2015) found similar results that prove the dynamicity in human life that influences the image schema within it. The poems they worked on are "The Footsteps of Water" and "The Passenger" by Sohrab Sepehri and "The Lane" by Fereydoon Moshiri. Form the poem title we can sense the notion of movement and distance. Thus, Path schema is more frequent than Container schema in their study. On the other hand, in this study since, death is the resistance of imminent moving experience of life; Container schema is more frequent than the Path schema. In both studies, Force schema is least frequent.
Conclusion
Image Schema is a unique component of complex human mental process, specially, while experiencing the trauma of the advent of death in the final stage of life. Based on the data collected and analyzed in this paper, it can be concluded that dying-mind gets cocooned within itself and so influences the type and frequency of the image schemas. It is evident from this investigation that Container schema (68%) is more frequent than the Path schema (18%) and Force schema (14%) where overall perceptual interaction and mental imaging process are centered round self-container. Tagore's poems written in the last three months of his life also illustrate the same overpowering "sense of darkness and the grotesque" (Sen, 2010) depicted in his later paintings. Similar NDE effects are experienced in the form of traumatic warnings leading to death and this happened in order of the stages advocated by Kubler-Ross (1969) . In addition, a dignified hope stage has been found in dying-mind of Tagore that resembles the magnanimity of the poet. Putting Tagore's verses in the head of each chapter and at the start and end of the 12 th chapter of the book, "On Death and Dying" (1969) , Kubler-Ross put Tagore to the position of the 'silent head teacher' to her death and dying experiment. It is also evident that some linguistic forms of Bangla are connected with the image schemas, such as, Container schema is linked with nouns and suffix phrases with the final letter of the noun; Path schema is linked with verb containing the concept of motion and Force schema is linked with verb containing the concept of power accompanied by two nouns. Though death is depicted in Tagore's poetry as a fearless companion, a spiritual lover, in his early poems but in the end, Tagore depicts death as "A moving screen of varied fear." This is manifest in the NDE poems written by Tagore in the last 90 days before his death. 
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